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AT INFINITI, WE BELIEVE THE PROMISES
OF TRADITIONAL LUXURY HAVE EXPIRED.

DISCOVER INSPIRED PERFORMANCE.®

YOU dON’T hAVE TO OWN
SOmEONE ELSE’S IdEA OF REWARd.

 
YOUR WORLd WILL TR ANSFORm WhEN YOU 

dARE TO dISCOVER ThE LUXURY OF EmOTION.
 

IGNORE CONVENTION.
 

IGNITE YOUR SENSES.
 

dREAm BEYONd ThE EXPECTEd,
ANd jOIN ThOSE LEd BY INSPIR ATION.
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CONVENTION CAN’T KEEP UP.

The instant you see light soak into its flowing shapes. The second you feel 
the full rush of its unmatched horsepower. It takes only a moment to accelerate 
the sport sedan past mere machine.

G SEDANINfINItI
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In a world of vehicles that too often insulate you from the driving experience, the G sedan embodies a thrillingly 
human expression of performance—one that forges an exhilarating connection between you, the car and the 
road. The power rushing from its 328-hp VVEl® V6 engine is engineered to build organically for a feeling of 
limitless power, even while improving fuel economy.1 A 2.5-liter V6 affords you the choice of smaller displacement 
and greater efficiency. Available Intelligent All-Wheel drive enhances traction and control, adapting to your 
driving conditions by delivering power where you need it. Enlivening each of your senses, the interior beams 
with stylish beauty and refined textures, while graceful shapes both inside and out flow with dynamic energy.

•   Segment-leading4 328-hp 3.7-liter VVEl® V6 engine or 218-hp 2.5-liter V6 engine  •  Opposed-piston brake calipers2  •  7-speed automatic
transmission (available 6-speed manual)  •  Infiniti Hard Drive Navigation System2  •  Intelligent Cruise Control2  •  XM NavTraffic®2,3 and  
XM NavWeather™2,3  •  Zagat Survey® Restaurant Guide2  •  RearView Monitor2,7  •  Infiniti Studio on Wheels® by Bose®2

2012 INfINItI G SEDAN



A SINGULAR FUSION OF

ThE ARTFUL ANd ThE POWERFUL.



Organic lines. A lithe, athletic stance. Everything about the G Coupe speaks 
to the pure joy of power unrestrained. It will draw you in, get under your skin 
and thrill you every day.

WHY BE CONVINCED, WHEN YOU CAN BE SEDUCED?
G COUPEInfInItI
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The G Coupe transforms performance into exhilaration and styling into an intense, 
magnetic attraction. Beyond alluring, its design pulses with exciting energy that is released 
by engineering that places it among the best performing coupes in the world. Acceleration 
comes from the segment-leading4 330-hp 3.7-liter V6 engine that’s designed to deliver an 
effortless rush. The energy found under the hood is expressed in the sculpted body lines 
that flow with equal parts elegance and enticement. Equally captivating is a refined interior, 
expressively sophisticated.

•  3.7-liter VVEL® V6 engine  •  7-speed automatic transmission (available 6-speed manual)  •  Intelligent All-Wheel Drive2 
•  Class-leading brakes2,4  •  USB connection port  •  Infiniti Studio on Wheels® by Bose®2  •  XM® Satellite Radio3 
•  XM NavTraffic®2,3 and XM NavWeather™2,3  •  Zagat Survey® Restaurant Guide2 

2012 InfInItI G COUPE



ThRILLINGLY CONCENTR ATEd.

PASSIONATE PERFORmANCE–



I n f i n i t i  P e r f o r m a n c e  L i n e

TAKE POWER AND PRECISION TO A

BREATHTAKING NEW LEVEL.

Declare your love of the pure thrill of performance driving with the Infiniti Performance 
Line™ G Coupe. Discover the way it channels exhilarating energy into a more electrifying 
experience. It’s a sharper expression of intensity, delivered through special IPL tuning, 
bolder styling and appointments, and rich color. Experience a new rush, honed to 
reach a new level of inspiration.

•  348-hp 3.7-liter IPL-tuned VVEL® V6 engine with 276 lb-ft of torque  •  IPL-tuned 
performance suspension  •  High-flow dual exhaust  •  IPL aerodynamic front and 
rear fascias, side sills and rear spoiler  •  19-inch, graphite-finish split 7-spoke 
lightweight aluminum-alloy wheels

2012 INFINITI IPL™ G COUPE
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FPO

FREE YoUR sENsEs. TRANsFoRm YoUR WoRLd.

All it requires is the simple push of a button. The top folds away automatically—allowing your 
senses to more deeply enjoy the rush of 325 horsepower.

G CONVERTIBLEINFINITI
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Bold thinking can change your perspective. For the G Convertible, that perspective is up. With the three-piece hardtop 
down, nothing stands between you and the powerful rush of liberation delivered by its class-leading5 325-hp VVEL® 
V6 engine. To sustain the pleasure whether you’re under the moon or sun, we’ve created the unique Adaptive Climate 
Control System. It automatically adjusts to compensate for the outside temperature, top position and your speed. 
And the available Bose® Open Air Sound System compensates for outside noise to give you unrivaled audio clarity, 
including Bose® front seat Personal® speakers that create depth and ambience for a wider, more immersive sound.

•  Class-leading5 325 hp  •  3.7-liter VVEL® V6 engine  •  7-speed automatic transmission (available 6-speed manual)
•  Coupe-like top-up exterior design  •  stunning top-down interior design  •  Bose® Open Air Sound System with Bose®  
front seat Personal® speakers2  •  UsB connection port  •  Bluetooth® Hands-free Phone system6  •  Infiniti Hard drive  
Navigation System with Lane Guidance2  •  Intelligent Cruise Control2  •  Climate-controlled front seats with cooling feature2 
•  Infiniti Voice Recognition for audio and navigation systems2

2012 INFINITI G CONVERTIBLE



REVEAL ThE

INSPIRATION INSIdE EVERY mOmENT.



M®

ENVISION A LUXURY UNBOUND BY TRADITION.
InfInItI

Where others cling to convention in creating a luxury experience, all 
that matters to us is your total and complete invigoration.

EXHILARATION, UNCOMPROMISED.

Where others see limitation, we see opportunity. Hybrids have too often sacrificed 
performance for efficiency, but the Infiniti M® Hybrid changes everything.

M® HYBRIDInfInItI
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•  420-hp V8 engine or 330-hp V6 engine  •  Infiniti Drive Mode Selector with Standard, Sport, Snow and Eco Modes
•  Intelligent All-Wheel Drive2  •  4-Wheel Active Steer 2  •  18-inch or available 20-inch wheels  •  XM NavTraffic®2,3 and XM 
NavWeather™ 2,3  •  Zagat Survey® Restaurant Guide2  •  Forest Air® system with Breeze Mode2  •  Blind Spot Warning (BSW) 
and Blind Spot Intervention™ (BSI®)2,10  •  Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention 2,11  •  Bose® Studio Surround® 
sound system with digital 5.1-channel decoding2

Revel in the thrill of inspiration—powerfully, luxuriously realized. Every time you sit 
behind the wheel of the Infiniti M, you’ll experience exhilaration as a potent, desirable 
and eternally new emotion. You’ll find it in the passion we polish into every curve and 
stitch into every seam, immersing you in comfort and sophistication. You’ll feel it in 
the power of either VVEL® engine, the 420-hp 5.6-liter V8 or the 330-hp 3.7-liter V6. 
You’ll know it through the world’s first Blind Spot Intervention™ System and other 
progressive technologies such as Intelligent All-Wheel Drive and Active Noise Control. 
It’s an experience powerful enough to capture the visionary nature of those inspired 
enough to drive one.

ACCELERATING THE FEEL OF

MODERN REFINEMENT.
2012 InfInItI M®



PASSIONATE ENERGY.
FUELED BY A MORE

360hp15

+32mpg16

By boldly calling into question the assumptions that limit other manufacturers, we’ve created the first true luxury performance hybrid, 
the Infiniti M® Hybrid. While traditional hybrids sacrifice excitement for efficiency, the unique technology of the Infiniti M® Hybrid 
achieves a full 32 mpg16 while giving you uninhibited, intimately connected performance. The 3.5-liter V6 engine pairs with a powerful 
electric motor to generate 360 horsepower,15 which flows directly into the 7-speed automatic transmission with an immediacy that 
makes other hybrids feel sluggish and unresponsive by comparison. To complement its thrust, uniquely engineered steering and 
braking systems help retain an authentic feel and driver engagement. The Infiniti M® Hybrid’s interior embraces you in an environment 
of rich reward and natural comfort, from refined appointments to the soothing Forest Air® system, while intelligent features like the 
world’s first Blind Spot Intervention™ system help put your mind at ease. It’s our holistic commitment to not simply sustain the 
environment, but sustain your emotion, too.

•  Infiniti Direct Response Hybrid™ System with 360 hp15 and 32 mpg16  
•  3.5-liter V6 engine  •  Lithium-ion battery and 50-kW electric motor 
•  Regenerative Braking System  •  Hybrid-Electric Power Steering (H-EPS) 
•  7-speed automatic transmission  •  Infiniti Drive Mode Selector with Standard, 
Sport, Snow and Eco Modes  •  Rear-wheel drive  •  Energy usage instrument 
meter with special split-screen viewing displays  •  Forest Air® system with
Breeze Mode2  •  Blind Spot Warning (BSW) and Blind Spot Intervention™ (BSI®)2,10 
•  Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention2,11  •  Approaching 
Vehicle Sound for Pedestrians (VSP) system  •  Bose® Studio Surround® sound 
system with digital 5.1-channel decoding2

2012 InfInItI M® HYBRID



INFINITI dIRECT RESPONSE hYBRId™ SYSTEm
Redefining hybrid efficiency with more emotional electricity.

 
Inspired engineering has created a system with sport 
sedan performance and economy car efficiency. In 
electric mode, you can accelerate up to 62 mph. And 
when the 3.5-liter V6 engages you’ll have a combined 
360 horsepower 15 that f lows with uninhibited 
immediacy, and unparalleled responsiveness.

Reinventing the luxury hybrid requires a battery that 
defies conventional limitations. The Infiniti m® hybrid’s 
lithium-ion battery features much greater power density 
than conventional nickel-metal hydride batteries. And 
because it can switch from charge to discharge quickly, 
it offers more immediate response and a more direct feel.

many hybrids insulate you from the driving 
experience with detached braking and handling. The 
Infiniti m® hybrid combines the efficiency of electric 
power steering with the connected feeling of a 
hydraulic system. The Regenerative Braking System 
not only helps charge the battery, but it’s honed for 
a nuanced and secure feel.

Next-generation Hybrid Batteriesmore power, more immediately delivered. Responsive steering and Brakes
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surround yourself with design and technology which anticipate your 
needs, and invigorate the way you live.

eleVATe THe PeRsoNAl. FoRGeT THe UsUAl.
EXInfInItI



With an intimately tailored interior and technologies engineered to intuit your needs, the Infiniti eX 
is designed to be the ultimate expression of you. every thoughtful detail, from the leather seats shaped 
to look and fit like a kimono to the available built-in driver’s seat coat hanger, seems to have you in 
mind even before you enter the vehicle. And even then, the eX welcomes your arrival with warm light 
that illuminates as you approach. The world’s first Around View® monitor2,7 gives you a virtual 360° 
view of your parking environment, and an impressive 297-hp V6 engine delivers energizing performance. 
And with a stylishly sleek, coupe-like exterior attracting all the right kind of attention, your eX won’t 
be the only one seeking a closer connection with you.

•  297-hp V6 engine  •  7-speed automatic transmission  •  Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention2,11 
•  Blind Spot Warning (BSW)2,10  •  60/40-split power up-folding rear seat2  •  Bose® Premium Audio system2 
•  Infiniti Intelligent Key with Push Button Ignition  •  Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range)2,9 
•  Distance Control Assist2,8  •  Standard 18-inch, available 19-inch aluminum-alloy wheels  •  Maple interior accents2 
•  XM NavTraffic®2,3 and Xm NavWeather™2,3  •  Zagat Survey® Restaurant Guide2

2012 InfInItI EX



A mORE POTENT EXPRESSION OF

YOUR UNIQUE SOPhISTICATION.
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TAKe THe dARe ANd oWN THe THRIll.

It’s proof that luxury never has to be dull. Its performance sets 
a heart-racing standard, and its styling draws a line in the 
sand others simply won’t cross.

FXInFInItI



The thrill it offers has often been attempted but never equaled. Its sports-car-inspired 
architecture, visionary styling and progressive technologies outrun the conventional concept 
of the luxury performance crossover and shatter the mold of expectation. Powered by a 390-hp, 
5.0-liter V8 or a 303-hp, 3.5-liter V6, its athletic character is enhanced by a performance 
chassis, available Intelligent All-Wheel drive and fast-ratio steering designed to deliver a 
depth of exhilaration unmatched in any other crossover. Available technologies such as 
distance Control Assist8 and Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-speed Range)9, as well as a 
premium interior, enhance the bold character its exterior so bravely exemplifies.

•  390-hp V8 engine or 303-hp V6 engine  •  Sports-car-like driving dynamics  •  7-speed automatic transmission
•  Intelligent All-Wheel Drive2  •  Intelligent Brake Assist 2,12  •  Functional side air vents  •  Maple interior accents2

•  Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range)2,9  •  Distance Control Assist 2,8  •  Power rear liftgate
•  Quilted leather-appointed seating2  •  11-speaker Bose® Premium Audio system  •  USB connection port14

2012 InFInItI FX



A BOLd VISION ThAT EmBOdIES BOTh

THE CALM AND THE STORM.
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Immerse yourself in its rewards. Take hold of massive power delivered 
with the refinement and precision to keep any of its competitors from 
standing in its way.

CommANdING lUXURY oN A sCAle All ITs oWN.
QXInfInItI



Unmatched sensory immersion. A commanding presence.  The Infiniti QX is an expansive vision of 
luxury and design at their most boldly progressive. seating up to eight passengers, the modern 
interior is as sophisticated as it is spacious, featuring power folding and reclining 3rd-row seats, 
available Infiniti Theater system, and designated spaces for your remote control, headphones and 
dVds (sold separately). And with a 400-hp V8 engine and the Infiniti-first Hydraulic Body motion 
Control system, the QX gives you the power and traction to drive in a variety of conditions. Ultimate 
control in an environment of premium comfort.

•  400-hp 5.6-liter V8 engine  •  Infiniti All-Mode 4WD®2  •  8,500-lb. towing capacity17  •  Infiniti Intelligent Key with Push Button Ignition 
•  Power 60/40-split folding and reclining third-row seats  •  Bose® Cabin surround® sound system with 15 speakers2  •  USB connection 
port14  •  Bluetooth® Hands-free Phone System6  •  Infiniti Hard Drive Navigation System with XM NavTraffic,®3 Xm NavWeather™3 and  
Zagat survey® Restaurant Guide  •  Infiniti Voice Recognition  •  Around View® monitor 7 with Front and Rear sonar system18  •  Infiniti Advanced 
Air Bag system (AABs)19  •  Roof-mounted curtain side-impact supplemental air bags with rollover sensor for all three rows19  •  Intelligent 
Cruise Control (Full-speed Range)2,9  •  Blind Spot Intervention™ (BsI®)2,10

2012 InfInItI QX



mOdERN LUXURY hAS NEVER FELT

SO ALIVE AND SO EMPOWERING.



From the moment you walk into our dealership, it’s our philosophy to show 
you why owning an Infiniti will be as inspiring as driving it. By recognizing, 
understanding, and anticipating what a luxury consumer demands, we can 
meet each owner’s individual needs, while surpassing their expectations.
The Infiniti Total Ownership Experience® is based on that philosophy. It’s a 
promise that each honored guest will enjoy comprehensive, personalized 
sales and service. From the vehicles we offer, to the services we provide, 
overall excellence is something we take great pride in presenting. It makes 
your satisfaction our personal reward. That’s the foundation of The Infiniti 
Total Ownership Experience and that’s our promise to you.

We Pledge:

•  To design a vehicle that continually captivates, energizes, and enraptures the owner.
•  To manufacture each of those vehicles with exacting detail and unquestionable value.
•   To create a truly exceptional, luxuriously modern environment for buyers to enjoy knowledgeable 

staff, efficient negotiating, and straightforward financing.
•   To act on our commitment by delivering personal sales and service experiences tailored to meet 

the needs of each honored guest.

We Deliver:

•  Complimentary Infiniti Service Loan Car20

•  24-hour Infiniti Roadside Assistance21

•  Trip Interruption Benefits, including alternative transportation and lodging21

•  Standard 4 years/60,000 miles Limited Warranty
•  Optional Elite Infiniti Extended Protection Plan of up to 7 years/100,000 miles22

•   Ownership Online offers Infiniti content, vehicle information, online bill payment,  
account information, and more.

ATTENTION TO dETAIL.
EXCEPTIONAL 

ThE TOTAL OWNERShIP EXPERIENCE®

Learn more about our promise:
InfinitiUSA.com/ownership

UNPARALLELEd SATISFACTION AT EVERY ENCOUNTER.
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dual dVd head restraint monitors

Trunk organizer

G E N U I N E  I N F I N I T I
Accessor ies

ENhANCE. PROTECT.

PERSONALIZE.
Genuine Infiniti Accessories are crafted with the same exacting standards as the 
rest of the vehicle. With a wide array of quality products designed to integrate 
seamlessly, from sporty aerodynamic kits to stylish stainless steel illuminated 
kick plates, you can be assured of a custom fit and finish. Color-matched for 
consistency, and built to Infiniti’s exacting standards, you can enjoy the sense of 
confidence that results from a stringent inspection and testing process.

InfinitiUSA.com/accessories

Aerodynamic kit (4-piece), midnight black grille, 20-inch split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

18-inch, 9-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels

Genuine Infiniti Accessories are backed by Infiniti’s 
4-year/60,000-mile New Vehicle Limited Warranty 
when installed at the time of vehicle purchase, and 
financing Genuine Infiniti Accessories adds only a 
nominal fee to your monthly payment.

Interior accent lightingStainless steel illuminated kick plates
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Beyond being visually appealing, Infiniti color is 
designed to create energy and elicit emotion.

Creating hues that change in response to light and angle, offering 
a new, intriguing look every time a vehicle is seen to create a more 
lasting allure. Or matching exterior and interior colors to reflect the 
distinctive energy and mood of the seasons. These are just two ways 
Infiniti designs color to evoke feeling, express character, and shape 
the emotional essence of a vehicle.

COLOR
REFINEd TO TRANSFORm ChARACTER.

BLACK LACQUER ANd 
ALUmINUm
::
INFINITI EX

BLACK LACQUER
::
INFINITI FX

mOChA BURL
::
INFINITI QX

WhITE ASh SILVER-
POWdEREd WOOd
::
INFINITI m

jAPANESE ASh WOOd
::
INFINITI m

WhEAT LEAThER
::
ALL mOdELS

STONE LEAThER
::
INFINITI m, G COUPE,  
G CONVERTIBLE, G SEdAN

ChESTNUT LEAThER
::
INFINITI EX

jAVA LEAThER
::
INFINITI m, FX

GRAPhITE LEAThER
::
ALL mOdELS

mONACO REd LEAThER
::
INFINITI IPL G COUPE

INTERIOR UPhOLSTERY

mAPLE ACCENTS
::
INFINITI G COUPE,
G CONVERTIBLE, G SEdAN

mAPLE ACCENTS
::
INFINITI FX

mAPLE ACCENTS
::
INFINITI EX

SILK OBI ALUmINUm
::
INFINITI G CONVERTIBLE,  
IPL G COUPE

mOONLIGhT WhITE
(QAA)
::
ALL mOdELS

LIQUId PLATINUm
(K23)
::
ALL mOdELS

PLATINUm GRAPhITE
(K51)
::
INFINITI m, QX

GRAPhITE ShAdOW
(KAd)
::
INFINITI G COUPE,
G CONVERTIBLE, IPL G 
COUPE, G SEdAN, EX, FX

STORm FRONT GREY
(KAT)
::
INFINITI m

mOUNTAIN SAGE
(jAE)
::
INFINITI QX

PACIFIC SKY
(RAF)
::
INFINITI G CONVERTIBLE

IRIdIUm BLUE
(RAY)
::
INFINITI FX*

* LImITEd EdITION ONLY

LAPIS BLUE
(RAW)
::
INFINITI G COUPE,  
G CONVERTIBLE

mALBEC BLACK
(GAC)
::
INFINITI m, G CONVERTIBLE, 
IPL G COUPE, G SEdAN, 
EX, FX

VIBRANT REd
(A54)
::
INFINITI G COUPE,
G CONVERTIBLE, G SEdAN

SMOKy QUARTZ
(KAC)
::
INFINITI G SEdAN

mIdNIGhT GARNET
(NAB)
::
INFINITI EX

hARBOUR BLUE
(RAm)
::
INFINITI m

BLUE SLATE
(K52)
::
INFINITI G COUPE,  
G SEdAN

dARK CURRANT
(L50)
::
INFINITI QX

mIdNIGhT mOChA
(NAE)
::
INFINITI FX

BLACK OBSIdIAN
(Kh3)
::
ALL mOdELS

ShOdO ALUmINUm
::
INFINITI G COUPE,  
G SEdAN

INTERIOR TRIm

EXTERIOR COLORS

TUSCAN BURL
::
INFINITI QX
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this brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty (express or implied) by Nissan North america, Inc. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy 
of any information in this brochure as it relates to a vehicle directly with Nissan North america, Inc., before relying on it to make a purchase decision. Nissan North america, Inc., reserves the right to make changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, 
colors, materials, equipment, specifications, and models and to discontinue models or equipment.  due to continuous product development and other pre- and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure.  
some vehicles shown with optional equipment.  see the actual vehicle for complete accuracy.  availability and delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary.  specifications, options and accessories may differ in Hawaii, U.s. territories and other 
countries.  for additional information on availability, options or accessories, see your Infiniti retailer or contact Nissan North america, Inc. 

1. 2012 EPA fuel economy estimates, 19 city/27 highway. Mileage may vary. Use for comparison only. 2. Optional. 3. Required Xm Radio, Xm NavTraffic and Xm NavWeather subscriptions sold separately. Installation costs, one-time activation fee, other fees 
and taxes will apply. Xm NavTraffic available in select markets. Xm Radio U.S. service and Xm NavWeather service available only to those at least 18 years of age in the 48 contiguous United States and d.C. Fees and programming subject to change. Subscriptions 
governed by Xm Customer Agreement available at xmradio.com. ©2012 SIRIUS Xm Radio Inc. SIRIUS, Xm and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SIRIUS Xm Radio Inc. and its subsidiaries. 4. Based on WardsAuto.com’s Lower Luxury Car Class, with 
mSRP under $48,000. 2012 G37 Coupe and Sedan vs. 2011 Competitors. Excludes V8 models. 5. Based on WardsAuto.com’s Lower Luxury Car Class, with mSRP under $48,000. 2012 G37 Convertible vs. 2011 Competitors. Excludes V8 models. 6. Availability of 
specific features is dependent upon the phone’s Bluetooth® support.  Please refer to your phone owner’s manual for details. Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Infiniti is under license. 7. Parking aid/
convenience feature. Cannot completely eliminate blind spots or warn of moving objects. may not detect every object. Always check surroundings before moving vehicle. Not a substitute for proper backing procedures. Always turn to check what is behind you before 
backing up.  8.  Distance Control Assist helps maintain a distance to the vehicle in front of you under certain conditions. Not a collision avoidance system. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident.  9.  Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range) 
is not a collision avoidance system or warning device. designed to use limited braking. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. 10. The Blind Spot Warning/Blind Spot Intervention Systems are not substitutes for proper lane change procedures. 
The systems will not prevent contact with other vehicles or accidents due to careless or dangerous driving techniques or detect every vehicle or object around you. 11. The Lane departure Warning/Lane departure Prevention systems operate above approximately 

45 mph and only when the lane markings are clearly visible on the road. They will not prevent loss of control. See your owner’s manual for more details. 12. Intelligent Brake Assist is not a collision avoidance system. It may not provide warning or braking in certain 
conditions. Never rely solely on Intelligent Brake Assist. 13. Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent accidents due to carelessness or dangerous driving techniques. Always drive safely. 14. Always give your full attention to driving. Avoid operating your 
iPod® in such a way that you can be distracted during vehicle operation. See Retailer for details. iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. All rights reserved. iPod not included. 15. hybrid System Net Power—360 hp. 16. 2012 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates. 
Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only.  17. When towing at or near maximum Trailer Weight, the allowable vehicle cargo and/or number of passengers is reduced because it is necessary to stay below the Gross Combined Weight 
Rating and the Gross Axle Weight Rating. If the vehicle has cargo and passengers, the allowable maximum Trailer Weight is reduced. See your Infiniti Towing Guide and owner’s manual for proper use. 18. The Front and Rear Sonar System is a convenience, but not 
a substitute for proper parking procedures and/or backing procedures. Always check that it is safe to do so before moving forward or backing up. May not detect every object in front of or behind you.  19.  Air bags are only a supplemental restraint system; always 
wear your seat belt. Even with the occupant-classification sensor, rear-facing child restraints should not be placed in the front-passenger’s seat. Also, all children 12 and under should ride in the rear seat properly secured in child restraints, booster seats, or seat belts 
according to their size. Air bags will only inflate in certain accidents; see your owner’s manual for more details.  20.  Service Loan Car during Basic New Vehicle Limited Warranty at Infiniti retailers for scheduled warranty service subject to availability. Restrictions 
apply. 21. Roadside Assistance and Trip Interruption Program available during the first four years after initial new-vehicle delivery. See Retailer for details. 22. See your local Infiniti retailer for details and read the warranty booklet or extended protection plan.

homeLink is a registered trademark of johnson Controls, Inc. Birdview is a trademark of Clarion Co., Ltd. The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Infiniti is under license. iPad and macBook Pro are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Bose is a registered trademark of the Bose Corporation. CdC® is a registered trademark of ZF Sachs AG. Plasmacluster is a trademark of Sharp Corporation. 
CompactFlash is a registered trademark of Sandisk Corporation. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. The Xm name, Xm NavTraffic, Xm NavWeather and related logos are registered trademarks of SIRIUS XM Radio Inc. Zagat Survey 
is a registered trademark of Zagat Survey, LLC Ltd. All rights reserved. Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive. ©2011 INFINITI. 
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